International Standard on Quality Control (ISQC1)
Element 4|HUMAN RESOURCES
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What is REQUIRED by ISQC1?
Recruit, develop and support capable and competent staff giving due
attention to the firm’s human resources policies and procedures
Policies and procedures related to human resource include, for example:
Recruitment

Performance
evaluation and
reward system

Career
development

Capabilities

Promotion

Competence

The estimation of
personnel needs
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POLICIES & PROCEDURES should demonstrate
There are sufficient suitability qualified personnel in the firm with the competence,
capabilities and commitment to relevant ethical principles to perform work
Assignment of engagement teams are based on necessary competency and capabilities
to perform work

Staff and partners are appropriately trained and developed
Continuing training for all levels of firm personnel to develop and maintain the required
competence and capabilities
Disciplinary action for non-compliance, disregard, lack of due care and attention, abuse
and circumvention.
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Delivering HIGH QUALITY WORK
In broad terms,
components of effective
human resource
policies and their
linkage with the
competence and
motivation that is
needed for the firm to
consistently deliver
high-quality work.

Source: Guide to Quality Control for Small-and Medium-Sized Practices –Third Edition – Published August 2011
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RECRUITMENT – Points to consider
Recruitment criteria
and staffing needs

Key areas on
recruitment exercise

References check

Induction program
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Identifying Future Staff Requirement
1 Recruit adequate suitable staff to ensure you meet commitments on audit

assignments.

2 Perform annual assessment taking account of various factors, including:
The volume of work
anticipated over the
coming year

The types of work
expected

Specialised knowledge
requirements

The existing staff structure

Other demands on
personnel time, such as
training and
administration
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Recruiting Quality Audit Staff
Careful review of applications and
curriculum vitae
Obtaining proof of qualifications/
experience where appropriate

Obtaining references from appropriate
sources

Conducting face-to-face interviews with
candidates

Detail and
formal
recruitment
process

Employ staff who have relevant integrity and
competencies and capabilities to perform
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Staff must possess the required COMPETENCIES
1 Each member of staff possesses the appropriate competencies to enable them to
function effectively at the level assigned to them.
2 Carrying out annual performance evaluations of personnel and training requirements,
including:
Technical knowledge

Analytical and
judgement skills

Communication skills

Business relationships
with clients

Academic and
professional
qualifications

Other personal
qualities

Continuing professional
development
requirements
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Assignment of ENGAGEMENT PARTNER
 Engagement partner shall have the necessary

skills, competence and time to undertake the
role.
 Each partner’s skill, competencies, training
requirements and personal development are
assessed as part of the firm’s annual
performance evaluation process.
 The identity and role of the engagement
partner is communicated as part of the
engagement letter.
 The engagement partner holds regular faceto-face meeting with clients.
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Assignment of ENGAGEMENT TEAM
 Only appropriately capable and

competent
personnel
are
assigned to each engagement
team.
 All staff participates in the
annual appraisal process.
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PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
Firms should set a policy to appraise the performance of every staff
in the audit engagement or assignments after certain duration (as
appropriate to the firms)

The direct supervisor of each member or staff should complete an
assessment form appraising the work carried out during the period
These assessments should be collated for consideration at the
formal appraisal interview
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PARTNER APPRAISAL – Points to consider
 A lack of basic management skills
 Out of touch with the development on financial









reporting standards
Poor briefing of staff
Withholding vital information from field staff
Artificial deadlines
Renegotiate deadline after the job has been started
Ineffective time management
Unnecessary and trivial review points
Too close relationship with clients
Not committed to CPE requirements
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How to ENFORCE quality control policies?

Reprimand (either oral
or written)

Employment
suspension

Mandatory
requirement to
complete defined
continuing professional
development

Written record in the
personal file

Termination of
employment

Formal notification
filed with the
professional
association’s discipline
committee
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Self-assessment
enables
employees to
choose career
paths which
merge their own
interests and
goals with those
of the
organisation

Career counselling

Career path
shows where
employees expect
to go, at what
time, and how
they plan to arrive
there

Self assessment

Career pathing

REINFORCING commitment to quality
Counselling,
consultation and
appraisal of
employees are all
part of the process
of reducing gaps
between
individual choices
and
organizational
needs
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REWARDING compliance with policies
Providing an attractive
and effective total
compensation
package, as well as
satisfying other needs
of the staff.

Compensation package
of an employee
includes:
Salaries

Incentives

Benefits

Allowances

Providing job satisfaction
and job security, and
having a fair and
effective performance
management system, will
enable the firm to:
Attract and retain
qualified
personnel

Maintain a
balanced internal
and external
equity system
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Common DEFICIENCIES on ISQC1 Compliance
References not obtained for new staff
Fit and proper declarations not obtained

Insufficient training on ISA/ IFRS and record keeping
Staff appraisals not done or informal
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International Standard on Quality Control (ISQC1)
Element 5|ENGAGEMENT PERFORMANCE
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What is REQUIRED by ISQC1?
1 Deliver consistent quality audits, consulting when needed and meeting requirements for
engagement quality control review
2 Firms would normally accomplish these though the use of standardised documentation
and processes such as manuals and checklists addressing the following:
Briefing the
engagement team

Supervision and
training

Reviewing work

Processes to keep
all policies and
procedures current

3 Firms shall establish policies and procedures to provide them with reasonable assurance
that:
Consultation takes
place on difficult or
contentious issues;

Sufficient resources
are available to
enable the
consultation to
occur;

Details of the
consultation are
documented and
agreed with the
consultant; and

Conclusions are
implemented
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When performing engagement…
Follow and adhere to firm
planning, supervision, and
review policies

Perform their work to
professional and firm standards
with due care and attention

Ensure that all working papers,
file documents, and memoranda
are initialed, properly crossreferenced, and dated, with
appropriate consultation on
difficult or contentious matters

Use (modifying as appropriate)
the firm’s templates for file
preparation, documentation,
and correspondence, as well as
its software, research tools, and
the signing and release
procedures appropriate for the
engagement

Follow and adhere to the ethical
policies of the profession and
the firm

Document their work, analysis,
consultations, and conclusions
sufficiently and appropriately

Complete their work with
objectivity and appropriate
independence, on a timely and
efficient basis, and document
the work in an organized,
systematic, complete, and
legible manner

Ensure that appropriate client
communications,
representations, reviews, and
responsibilities are clearly
established and documented

Ensure that the engagement
report reflects the work
performed and intended
purpose and is issued soon after
the fieldwork is complete
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Requirement for EQCR
 Engagement Quality Control Reviews (EQCR)
 Required for all audits of listed entities
 Establish criteria for other engagements where
EQCR would be desirable (for example, high risk)
 Defined minimum scope

 Appoint suitable EQCR reviewer – internal or
external
 Technically capable
 Necessary experience and authority
 Objective

The review must be completed before the report is issued.
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Requirement for EQCR
 For audits of financial statements of listed entities, the engagement
partner should:
 Determine that an engagement quality control reviewer has been appointed
 Discuss significant matters arising during the audit engagement, including those identified
during the engagement quality control review, with the engagement quality control
reviewer; and
 Not issue the auditor’s report until the completion of the engagement quality control review

 An engagement quality control review should include an objective
evaluation of:
 the significant judgments made by the engagement team; and
 the conclusions reached in formulating the auditor’s report.
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Role of Engagement Partner
The
engagement
partner is
responsible for
signing the
engagement
report,
including:

Ensuring that the
engagement
team has the
appropriate
competence and
capabilities

Communicating
promptly to the
firm on any
information (in
the case of an
audit
engagement)

The overall
quality for each
engagement

Forming a
conclusion on
compliance with
independence
requirements
from the client

Ensuring that
appropriate
procedures
regarding the
acceptance and
continuance of
client relationship
have been
followed
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Role of Engagement Partner (cont’d)
Determining when
an engagement
quality control
review should be
performed in
accordance with
professional
standards and firm
policy

Taking
responsibility by
undertaking
appropriate
consultation (both
internal and
external) on
difficult or
contentious matter

The
engagement
partner is
responsible for
signing the
engagement
report,
including:

Supervising and/or
performing the
engagement in
compliance with
professional
standards

Communicating to
key members of
the client’s
management

Ensuring that
appropriate
evidence has been
obtained to
support
conclusions
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Planning, supervision and review
 Planning provides directions to engagement as it informs the engagement team of their
roles, responsibilities and objectives of the engagement.
 Each audit assignment is supervised by the engagement partner as the work progress
 Supervision occurs at various responsibility levels and is closely related to planning and
review, including:

Tracking the progress of the
engagement

Considering the
competence and
capabilities of individual
members of the
engagement team

Addressing significant
matters arising during the
engagement

Identifying matters for
consultation or
consideration by more
experienced engagement
team members during the
engagement
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Considerations during FILE REVIEW
The
work
has
been
performed in accordance
with professional standards
and applicable legal and
regulatory requirements

Significant matters have
been raised for further
consideration

Appropriate
consultations
have taken place and the
resulting conclusions have
been
documented
and
implemented

There is a need to revise the
nature, timing and extent of
work performed

The
work
performed
supports the conclusions
reached and is appropriately
documented

The evidence obtained is
sufficient and appropriate to
support the report

The objectives of the
engagement
procedures
have been achieved
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CONSULTATION
The firm shall establish policies and procedures to provide reasonable assurance
for :
Appropriate
consultation on difficult
or contentious matters

Sufficient resources are
available for
consultation

Conclusion are
implemented

Nature and scope of
consultations are
documented

Dealing and resolving
differences in opinion
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CONSULTATION
The firm without appropriate internal resources may consult
other firms, professional or regulatory body or commercial
organization.
Before contracting for such services, consider whether the
external provider is suitably qualified.
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Differences of OPINION
The firm shall establish policies and procedures
for dealing with and resolving differences of
opinion within the engagement team between the
engagement partner and the engagement quality
control reviewer.
Such policies and procedures shall require that:
 Conclusions reached be documented and
implemented; and
 The report not be dated until the matter is resolved
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Differences of OPINION
A firm shall set out steps to manage differences of opinion, including:
• Consideration of all relevant facts and the reasons for the difference of
opinion;

• Consideration of all available research material
• Consideration of the views of senior partners and staff within the firm
• Mediation between the parties to determine whether concurrence can be
obtained
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ENGAGEMENT DOCUMENTATION
Completion of the Assembly of Final Engagement Files
The firm shall establish policies and procedures for engagement
teams to complete the assembly of final engagement files on a
timely basis after the engagement reports have been finalized.
(Such a time limit would ordinarily not be more than 60 days
after the date of the Auditor’s report)
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ENGAGEMENT DOCUMENTATION
Confidentiality, Safe Custody, Integrity, Accessibility and
Retrievability of Engagement Documentation
The firm shall establish policies and procedures designed to
maintain the confidentiality, safe custody, integrity, accessibility
and retrievability of engagement documentation.
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ENGAGEMENT DOCUMENTATION
Retention of Engagement Documentation
The firm shall establish policies and procedures for the retention
of engagement documentation for a period sufficient to meet
the needs of the firm or as required by law or regulation.
The retention period would ordinarily be no shorter than five
years from the date of the Auditor’s report
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Common DEFICIENCIES on ISQC1 Compliance
Audit
methodology
not effective

Lack of
supervision
and control

Lack of policy
on Quality
Review Partner
35

International Standard on Quality Control (ISQC1)
Element 6|MONITORING
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What is REQUIRED by ISQC1?
 Monitor the firm’s system of quality control and carry
out periodic objective inspection of a selection of
completed audit engagements .
 The firm’s policies and procedures should include an
ongoing consideration and evaluation of the firm’s
system of quality control, including a periodic
inspection of a selection of completed engagements.
 Inspection of at least one completed engagement for
each engagement partner, on a cyclical basis over an
inspection cycle which ordinarily spans not more than
three years.

Monitoring is
essential if the
firm is to
measure the
effectiveness
of its quality
control
procedures
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COLD FILE REVIEW
• Each “cold review” should be performed by a partner who is independent
of the audit assignment or a suitably qualified external person.
• Small firms and sole practitioners may wish to use suitably qualified external
parties or share resource with other organizations for the “cold file” reviews
• The manner in which the inspection cycle is organized depends on many
factors such as the following:
Size of the firm

Number of
geographical
location of offices

Results of the
previous
monitoring
procedures

Nature and
complexity of the
firm’s practice and
organisations

Risks associated
with the firm’s
clients and specific
engagements

Degree of authority
both personnel and
offices have
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MENTORING Pyramid
Engagement File
-Reviews on a Cyclical
Basis

Professional Association – Practice
Inspection

EQCR is Performed
(if determined necessary in accordance with firm
policy)

Engagement Partner Conducts a Detailed Review for Each Assurance
Engagement file
Source: Guide to Quality Control for Small-and Medium-Sized Practices –Third Edition – Published August 2011
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INSPECTION procedures
 Purpose of monitoring program is to assist the
firm in obtaining reasonable assurance that the
system of quality control are relevant, adequate
and operating effectively.
 Implementing a quality control system sufficient
for the size and nature of its practice
engagements.
 Requires support of partners and managers of
the process and reinforcement of the monitor’s
comments is important.
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Reporting the result of monitoring process
The firm shall
communicate to all
engagement partners
and other appropriate
staff on the result of
monitoring process at
least annually.

The report should, at a minimum, include:
A description of the monitoring procedures performed

The conclusions drawn from monitoring procedures performed

A description of systemic, repetitive or other significant
deficiencies and of the actions taken, together with any further
recommended actions, to resolve these deficiencies
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EVALUATION OF DEFICIENCIES
NOTED

Evaluation of the Identified Deficiencies

Instances that do not necessarily indicate that the firm’s system of
quality control is insufficient to meet ISQC 1 objective

Systemic problem ‘do what was done last year’ that require
prompt corrective action
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Identified Deficiencies - REMEDIATION
Remedial actions for deficiencies noted shall include one or more of
the following:
taking appropriate remedial action
in relation to an individual
engagement or member of
personnel

communication of the findings to
those responsible for training and
development

changes to the quality control
policies and procedures

disciplinary actions against those
who fail to comply with the policies
and procedures of the firm,
especially those who do so
repeatedly
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Communicating the Identified Deficiencies
At least annually, the firm should communicate the results of
the monitoring of its quality control system to engagement
partners and other appropriate individuals within the firm.

Such communications should enable the firm and the
individuals to take prompt and appropriate action where
necessary.
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Practical Tips on Monitoring
Should take place as early as possible after the busy season to enable:
Communication of the
issues to engagement
teams, training leaders,
firm's management
board

Recommendations

Disciplinary sanctions

Corrective actions

Training
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Common DEFICIENCIES on ISQC1 Compliance

No ongoing review of policies and procedures

No cold file reviews
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COMPLAINTS & ALLEGATIONS
 In the monitoring section of ISQC 1, there are
requirements regarding complaints and allegations.
The firm should establish policies and procedures
designed to provide it with reasonable assurance that
it deals appropriately with:
 complaints and allegations that the work
performed by the firm fails to comply with
professional standards and regulatory and legal
requirements; and
 allegations of non-compliance with the firm’s
system of quality control
 All complaints, allegations and responses from the
firm should be logged and recorded.
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DOCUMENTATION OF THE SYSTEM OF QC

 The firm shall establish policies and procedures
requiring appropriate documentation to provide
evidence of the operation of each element of its
system of Quality Control
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Any QUESTIONS?

THANK YOU!
NETWORKING SESSIONS
Contact us : smp@mia.org.my
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